KR 535 Tabmaster
The KR 535 makes tabbing of paper products faster
and easier than ever. Here’s why….
PERFORMANCE
Just like other KR equipment, the
KR 535 performs day in and day
out. Production rates in excess of
40k tabs per hour combined with a
roll capacity of nearly 50k tabs
makes the KR 535 another real
deal - productive, reliable and
simple to operate. The KR 535 is
engineered to perform with less
operator training and setup time.

VERSATILITY
All major types of tabs as well as
pressure sensitive stamps and
labels of various shapes and sizes
can be placed on a wide
assortment of products. Right or
left edge tabbing, bump turn
attachments, wide label kits and a
folder interface conveyor option
makes the KR 535 a truly flexible
system that can grow with your
business.

VALUE
World-class manufacturing
systems are used to help keep
costs low. This means you get
more for your dollar with KR
tabbing systems. No other
tabbing system matches the
performance, versatility and ease
of use of a KR 535. Realize a
profit and performance edge with
the KR 535.

Kirk Rudy, Inc.

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION
Designed and built to last by skilled craftsmen, the KR
535 is constructed in the same tradition as all our
other mailroom products – heavy duty. A straight
forward and trouble free design utilizing industry
standard motors and controls makes the KR 535
simple to operate and maintain. You can count on
years of dependable service from your KR 535.
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KR 535
Tabbing System
General Specifications
Physical
Length
Height
Width
Crated weight
Tabletop height

50”
70”
26”
800lbs
33”

127 cm
178 cm
66 cm
363kg
84 cm

Electrical Requirements
Voltage
Current
Interface

120 VAC
15 amps
inkjet base/conveyor interlock

A straightforward operator interface simplifies operator
training and setup.

Production Rate
Single tab
Double tab

30k pph
30k pph

Tab Head
Physical
Length
Height
Width
Crated Weight

29”
36.5”
14”
120 lbs

74 cm
93 cm
35 cm
54 kgs

Material Handling
Min tab: .75” round
Max tab: 2.0” round
Type
Tab roll size

Min label: .38”W x.75”L
Max label: 3”W x 2”L STD
opaque, clear or plain paper
16” diameter (40k of 1”!,
50k of .75” !)

Tab Base

Run 3” wide labels on the standard KR 535. Even
wider labels are possible using the optional 5” wide
label kit.

Physical
Length
Height
Width
Crated Weight

50”
33” *
26”
780 lbs

113 cm
84 cm
66 cm
354 kgs

Material Handling
Min stock size 3” x 5”
Max stock size 13” W x 14”L (labeling only)
11”W x 14”L (Tabbing/labeling)
Thickness
Single sheet up to .18” (.62” labeling only)

Options
5” base height adjustment (Hydra-lift)
Narrow (1.25”) product handling
5” wide label kit
Fan-fold label kit
Magnetized label kits

Specifications subject to change without notice. Guards have
been removed for clarity. Do not operate machine without
guards in place.
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Run the KR 535 inline with a folder using the KR 415
Folder Interface Conveyor.
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